Functional magnetic resonance imaging was used to investigate hemodynamic responses to adjectives pronounced in happy and angry intonations of varying emotional intensity. In separate sessions, participants judged the emotional valence of either intonation or semantics. To disentangle e¡ects of emotional prosodic intensity from confounding acoustic parameters, mean and variability of volume and fundamental frequency of each stimulus were included as nuisance variables in the statistical models. A linear dependency between hemodynamic responses and emotional intensity of happy and angry intonations was found in the bilateral superior temporal sulcus during both tasks, indicating that increases of hemodynamic responses in this region are elicited by both positive and negative prosody independent of low-level acoustic properties and task instructions. NeuroReport 17:249^253
Introduction
In natural communication, facial expression and affective prosody provide important emotional signals. While a plenitude of neuroimaging studies has been conducted to investigate the neural correlates underlying perception of facial emotion, only few studies focused on processing of emotional information in the voice (for a review, see [1] ). Converging evidence obtained from positron emission tomography [2] , functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI [3] ), and magnetoencephalography [4] indicates that the fusiform cortex, a region specialized in processing human faces [5] , responds stronger to emotional than to neutral facial expressions. Enhanced responsiveness of this region is observed for both positive and negative emotional information [3, 4] . Furthermore, activity in the fusiform cortex is modulated by spatial attention [6] and task instructions [7] . A similar behavior including stronger responses to angry than to neutral prosody and modulation of activity by spatial attention [8] has been demonstrated for the associative auditory cortex adjacent to the middle part of the superior temporal sulcus (STS), a region reacting predominantly to human voices [9] . On the basis of these observations, the authors of that study [8] speculated that the functional role of these voice-sensitive mid-STS regions in the auditory domain might be comparable to that of the face-sensitive fusiform cortex in the visual domain.
It was the aim of our study to test whether characteristic properties of the fusiform face-sensitive cortex including increased responsiveness to emotional prosodic information of both positive and negative valence and modulation of its activity by task demands are also applicable to the voicesensitive areas in the mid-STS. To this end, adjectives spoken in happy, neutral, or angry prosody were presented during an event-related fMRI experiment. To disentangle activity attributable to the emotional content from confounding effects of low-level acoustic parameters, mean and variability of volume and fundamental frequency of each stimulus were included in the statistical model as nuisance variables. To investigate the effects of task demands, study participants were instructed to focus their attention on either the emotional prosody or the emotional semantics.
Study population and methods

Participants
Twenty-four healthy, right-handed native speakers of German (11 male, 13 female participants, mean age 24.4 years) participated in an fMRI experiment. Handedness was determined using the Edinburgh Inventory [10] . The Ethical Committee of the University of Tuebingen had approved the investigation. Informed consent was obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli
The stimulus set comprised 162 German adjectives spoken by six professional actors (three female/three male) in happy, neutral, or angry intonation. All stimuli were normalized to the same peak volume. For a detailed description of the adjectives, see [11] .
To assess whether the prosodic emotional information of the stimuli represents the intended emotional valence, all stimuli were presented acoustically to 42 healthy native speakers of German (mean age 28.8 years, 21 male, 21 female) in a prestudy comprising two sessions with 81 trials each. Volunteers were instructed to judge the valence of the emotional prosody in one session and the valence of the affective word content in the other session. The order of tasks was pseudorandomized across participants. Ratings were performed on a 9-point self-assessment Manikin (SAM) scale [12] ranging from À4 (highly negative) to + 4 (highly positive). Valence ratings of emotional prosody were 1.770.2 for happy intonations, À0.470.1 for neutral intonations, and À1.670.2 for angry intonations (mean7 standard error) indicating that the participants recognized the emotional valence intended by the actors.
To evaluate whether the prosodic emotional information of these stimuli represents the intended emotional category (happy, neutral, angry), the stimuli were presented together with adjectives spoken in either fearful, disgusted, alluring, or sad intonation (54 of each intonation) to 10 healthy native speakers of German (mean age 23.3 years, six male, four female) who assigned the stimuli to one of the seven emotional categories. Percentages of correctly identified stimuli (mean7standard error) were 66.5%74.1% for happy intonations, 75.2%72.4% for neutral intonations, and 72.0%73.5% for angry intonations.
Analysis of acoustic parameters
Mean volume (V), variability of V (SD of V), mean fundamental frequency (F 0 ), and variability of F 0 (SD of F 0 ) of each stimulus were determined by using Praat software (version 4.3.20, http://www.praat.org) and included in the statistical model as confounding variables (see below).
Experimental design
The fMRI experiment consisted of two sessions (40 and 41 trials, respectively) in which participants judged the valence of emotional prosody and two sessions (40 and 41 trials, respectively) in which participants were to rate the valence of the emotional word content. Adjectives spoken in happy, neutral, and angry intonation were balanced for valence (0.070.2, À0.170.2, and À0.170.2, respectively) and arousal (À0.570.2, À0.370.2, and À0.570.2, respectively) of word content, and syllable length (2.670.1, 2.570.1, and 2.570.1, respectively, all values in mean7standard error). The order of stimulus presentation was randomized within sessions and the order of sessions and tasks was pseudorandomized across participants. Stimulus onset was jittered relative to the scan onset in steps of repetition time (TR)/4 resulting in intertrial intervals ranging from 20.3 to 24.9 s (9-11 TRs). Rating was performed on a 9-point SAM scale, which was shown for four seconds 200 ms after stimulus offset. Participants conveyed their rating via a fiber optic system that allowed them to move a white dot on the SAM scale leftwards or rightwards by pressing the corresponding buttons in their right or left hand. To avoid lateralization effects caused by motor responses, the arrangement of the symbols of the SAM scale was flipped in the horizontal direction for half of the participants of the fMRI experiment.
Image acquisition
Functional and structural images were acquired using a 1.5 T whole-body scanner (Siemens AVANTO, Erlangen, Germany). T 1 -weighted high-resolution (1 Â 1 Â 1 mm 3 ) structural images were obtained using a magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence. Functional images were acquired using a multislice echo planar imaging sequence covering the whole cerebrum (25 axial slices acquired in descending direction, 4 mm slice thickness, 1 mm gap, TR¼2.26 s, echo time (TE)¼52 ms, flip angle 901, field of view (FOV)¼192 Â 192 mm 2 , 64 Â 64 matrix, bandwidth 1594 Hz/Px). To enable offline correction of distortions of the EPI images, a static field map (TR¼487 ms, TEs¼5.28 and 10.04 ms) was acquired in all participants prior to the functional measurements.
Image analysis
The first five EPI images of each session were discarded from further analysis to allow for T 1 saturation effects. Imaging data were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping software (SPM2, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Preprocessing of functional images included motion correction, unwarping by use of a static field map, slice time correction to the middle slice, normalization into MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute [13] ), and spatial smoothing with a Gaussian filter (10 mm full-width at half-maximum). Statistical analysis relied on a general linear model in which separate regressors were defined for each trial using a stick-function convolved with the hemodynamic response function. To evaluate the effect of prosodic emotional intensity on blood oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses during explicit processing of emotional prosody (e.g. rating of its valence) and implicit processing of emotional prosody (e.g. during rating of emotional word content) the respective b images were submitted to separate multiple regression analyses in which the absolute mean value of the prosodic emotional valence of each stimulus as determined in the prestudy was defined as regressor of interest. To allow for confounding effects attributable to basic acoustic properties of the stimuli, mean V, variability of V, mean F 0 , and variability of F 0 of each stimulus were included as covariates of no interest. Group analysis was based on random effects analyses (height threshold of Po0.001, uncorrected). Correction for multiple comparisons was carried out at the cluster level (extent threshold of k450 voxels, Po0.05, corrected). To identify brain regions that show a linear dependency between hemodynamic response and prosodic emotional intensity in both tasks, a conjunction analysis that corresponds to a logical AND operation [14] on both t-maps obtained in the two regression analyses was carried out. Finally, individual b estimates at the most significantly activated voxel within each cluster as determined in the group analysis were averaged over four bins of prosodic emotional intensities (0.0-0.5, 0.5-1.5, 1.5-2.5, and 42.5) and submitted to a three-way ANOVA for repeated measures with prosodic emotional intensity (four steps), task (two steps), and hemisphere (two steps) as withinsubject factors.
Results
Behavioral data
Mean group ratings of acoustic stimuli in the prestudy and the fMRI were strongly correlated for both emotional prosody (r¼0.93) and emotional word content (r¼0.93), indicating that the participants of the fMRI experiment did comprehend prosodic and semantic emotional information in the presence of scanner noise with sufficient accuracy.
Acoustic properties of the stimuli Mean V, variability of V, mean F 0 , and F 0 variability of stimuli spoken in happy, neutral, and angry prosody as well as correlation of these parameters with prosodic emotional intensity are given in Table 1 . Variability of F 0 was the only parameter that showed a significant correlation (r¼0.28; t¼3.69; Po0.01) with the emotional intensity of the stimuli.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging data
A linear increase in the BOLD response with increasing prosodic emotional intensity during both tasks was found in the right (Z¼4.70; k¼202 voxels) and left (Z¼4.30; k¼58 voxels) upper banks of the STS anterolateral to the primary auditory cortex (see Fig. 1a ). Beta estimates of discrete emotional intensity steps of happy and angry intonations obtained from the most significantly activated voxel within the right (MNI coordinates: x¼60, y¼À21, z¼3) and left (MNI coordinates: x¼À54, y¼À12, z¼0) mid-STS show that this increase occurred for both happy and angry intonations (see Fig. 1b and c) . 
Discussion
The current study evaluated the responsiveness of voicesensitive regions in the auditory cortex to emotional intonations of varying intensity and whether activity within these regions is modulated by task instructions.
Hemodynamic responses in the cortex of the superior temporal gyrus adjacent to the middle part of the STS were found to increase with emotional intensity of both happy and angry intonations. Vocally expressed emotions differ strongly in basic acoustic properties, such as volume and fundamental frequency [15] . This is of particular relevance in neuroimaging studies on emotional prosody as it has been demonstrated that differences in acoustic parameters affect hemodynamic responses within the auditory cortex [16] . By including mean values and variation of volume and fundamental frequency of each stimulus as nuisance variables in the statistical model, we demonstrated that the observed response pattern to stimuli of varying emotional intensity is not driven by these low-level acoustic parameters. Our findings confirm reports of a previous fMRI study [8] that demonstrated stronger hemodynamic responses in bilateral mid-STS regions to angry intonations than to neutral intonations, but not to synthesized sounds that have the same fundamental frequency or amplitude envelope as angry and neutral intonations. Responses in the right mid-STS showed a stronger dependency on emotional intensity than those in the left mid-STS which is in line with data obtained from lesion [17] and imaging studies [18, 19] pointing to a predominant role of the right hemisphere in comprehension of affective prosody. Lesions in the left hemisphere, however, can also compromise understanding of affective prosody [20, 21] , and it has been suggested that successful decoding of emotional prosody requires transcallosal integration [22] . The finding of enhanced hemodynamic responses to emotional prosody in analogous regions within the auditory cortex of both hemispheres in the present and previous [8, 23] fMRI studies is in agreement with an anatomical model in which successful decoding of emotional prosody requires integration of information across hemispheres [22] .
No effect of task and no interaction between task and emotional intensity were observed, suggesting that neural activity of mid-STS regions increases with prosodic emotional intensity irrespective of whether the attention of the participant is focused on prosodic or semantic aspects of emotional communication. A limitation of the interpretation with respect to task independency of the observed response pattern arises from the fact that both tasks employed in our study required judgment of emotional information. Future studies should address the question whether the response pattern in mid-STS regions to emotional prosody observed in the present study also arises during passive listening or tasks that do not require judgment of emotional information (e.g. sex differentiation tasks).
A second limitation of this study pertains to the emotional intonations used here (happy and angry prosody). Although similar effects were found in spite of the opposite valence these two intonations represent, it is possible that the observations made here do not generalize to other emotional intonations. Both intonations investigated in our study belong to the category of approach emotions [24] . It has been shown that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation of the right frontoparietal operculum delays detection of prosodically expressed withdrawal emotions (e.g. fear and sadness), but not of approach emotions (e.g. happiness and anger) [25] . It is thus possible that the observed response pattern in bilateral mid-STS regions is restricted to approach emotions, while withdrawal emotions are represented in a different neuroanatomical system.
Conclusion
Our data demonstrate a linear relationship between BOLD responses in voice-sensitive areas within bilateral mid-STS cortices and emotional intensity of prosodic cues for both happy and angry intonations that are not driven by low-level acoustic parameters. In these brain regions, a similar response pattern was found during rating of valence expressed by prosody and semantics indicating that mid-STS cortices show enhanced responses to emotionally salient prosodic cues irrespective of their task relevance. and left (c) (MNI coordinates: x¼À54, y¼À12, z¼0) cortex in mid-superior temporal sulcus during implicit (red) and explicit (green) processing.
